. MRI compatible wrist module. Subjects grasp the black handle which is mounted to the 6-axis load cell, while the 4 bumpers help stabilize the subject's forearm.
INTRODUCTION
Throughout the imaging field, there are currently no widely accepted standardized behavioral tasks for subjects to execute during fMRI studies. Currently used tasks include finger tapping at frequencies set by a metronome, button presses, and small controlled motions. Unfortunately these tasks do not provide for well controlled studies, as it is often hard to 'normalize' the task across subjects. Force monitoring, however, can be generalized across subjects by having subjects target match to a percentage of their maximum effort. This is extremely important when comparing neural plasticity across individuals, such as during the evaluation of therapeutic paradigms. Since supraspinal activation is highly dependent on sensory-motor task, having a controlled environment which can be generalized across subjects is paramount.
Unfortunately there are currently no commercially available force measuring systems which can uniquely quantify forces exerted at the subject's hand as well as the joint moments being exerted at the wrist. Having a system that can monitor all of these behaviors in real-time can be used during targetmatching tasks, where forces or joint moments exerted along particular axes can be displayed to the individual. This allows for well controlled tasks, which in turn can be generalized across subjects.
The purpose of this study is to describe an fMRI compatible wrist module we developed which can measure isometric forces and moments developed at the wrist while simultaneously performing fMRI scans of the brain. We will also present some pilot imaging data, demonstrating the systems MRI compatibility and null effects on the image quality.
METHODS

Instrumentation
A custom 6-axis, non-ferrous load cell was built by JR3 Inc. (Woodland, CA) which in turn measures the forces exerted on a plastic handles ( Figure 1 ). The load cell and handle are mounted on a plastic wedge so that when testing in the supine position, the subject's elbow is flexed by 30 o . The wedge snaps into slots on a small sheet of polyethylene, which the subject lays on to anchor the system during testing. This also allows for both right and left arm testing with minimal setup changes. Four padded adjustable forearm bumpers are used to stabilize the forearm during isometric exertions against the handle. In pilot studies involving large adult males, there was ample room for both the forearm support and the subject in the bore of the MRI. A 25ft cable extends from the load cell which terminates on the optical isolation panel running into the control room with a gold connector. The load cell signals and sensor power are transferred between the scanner room and control room through an optical isolation panel.
The analog load cell signals are read into the computer through a custom electronics module which has a built in, 16-bit USB analog to digital converter. All signals are low-pass filtered at 60 Hz before being sampled at 500 Hz. A representation of a subject attached to the device is shown in Figure 2 .
Isometric forces and moments measured at the subject-handle interface by the load cell are transformed back to the wrist using a homogeneous transformation [1] : is a 3x3 rotation matrix from {o} to {l},
is a 3x3 skew matrix from {o} to {l}, and F i and T i denote force and torque in each respective frame (o-sensor, l-wrist). The transformation from load cell frame to wrist frame was calculated to be accurate to within 5% of the range of loads typically exerted during the experiments. All joint moments are normalized to the subject's maximum ability for that joint, and are therefore expressed as a percentage of maximum. This allows for standardized testing across subjects who have differences in strength.
Software
Custom software was written to acquire the signals from the load cell and trigger from the MRI, and to display measured joint moments to the subject for target matching purposes. The software (Matlab, Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA), streams data to memory through the USB port directly to PC memory. Graphical user interfaces allow the experimenter to select the acquisition parameters such as sampling rate, joint axis, and the anatomical measurements of each subject.
For the selected joint axis being tested, a graphical display is used to present the subject with a target window, in which their goal is to exert the appropriate level of joint moment in order to rotate the speedometer into the target. The size of the target, the sensitivity of the speedometer, and the time and duration of the targets are all software modifiable. An example target display is shown in Figure 3 .
Pilot Testing
The device described above was tested in a Siemens 3-T MRI (Trio, Siemens Inc, Chicago, IL) with a 51 year old healthy male subject. The subject was in a supine position with his left forearm supported with four bumpers distributed proximally and distally along his forearm. Four 48-second blocks were executed, during which the subject made rapid wrist flexion exertions, separated by fixation blocks. All load cell data and MRI triggers were stored for post-hoc data analysis.
RESULTS
We found that during the pilot testing of the wrist module, no MRI interference could be identified on the load cell signals and the fMRI images were free of artifact. A sample set of wrist flexion-extension joint moments are shown in Figure 4 , where it can be seen that the subject made low-level, rapid flexion exertions during the scan sequence. Image data were realigned, spatially-smoothed, temporally-smoothed and globallynormalized before task vs. rest statistical maps were computed. Figure 5 illustrates the resulting cortical activation in contralateral primary motor cortex, medial premotor cortex and lateral premotor cortex observed during the target matching protocol.
DISCUSSION
The MRI compatible wrist module described in this paper is now being tested in the Center for Functional and Molecular imaging at Georgetown University to evaluate neural plasticity in stroke subjects following long-term neurorehabilitation, including roboticassisted gait training. The device is well suited to be used with a wide-range of subjects as it is highly durable and can withstand large loads. We believe that the tight behavioral control this device allows for during fMRI tests as well as its ability to generalize tests across subjects due to the normalization of isometric forces will result in more accurate, better controlled imaging studies.
